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Abstract--- The concept presents an idea to control computer 

mouse cursor movement with human eyes. Number of 

traditional techniques such as Head and Hand Movement 

Tracking Systems exist for cursor control by making use of 

image processing in which light is the primary source.  

What if you could dramatically speed up your computing by 

moving your cursor exclusively with your Eyes Retina? 

In this project we have developed Retina Tracking Mouse 

Tool that works with regular camera and can be used for 

several real time applications. By using your eyes instead of 

your mouse, you can select what you're looking. This tool 

can be a big step for armless people using the computer.   

General Terms 

Matlab and OpenCV are used for the simulation of retina 

based mouse control system 

Keywords:Face Detection, Face Tracking, ROI detection, 

find center of two connected label, Retina detection, Retina 

tracking, moving mouse. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Our goal is to build a real-time software tool which will 

allow controlling computer mouse by using only the eyes 

movement.  

The software should do and accurate eye detection and 

tracking with a minimum running time in order to improve 

the users experience. The tool requires a simple webcam and 

should operate in varied lightning environment. The success 

of the system strongly depends on the brightness and size of 

the pupils and the eyes zone, which are often function of the 

eye closure, face orientations and external illumination 

interference. 

The algorithm use a threshold feedback and adjusting 

lightning filers in order to decrease the lightning and 

position interference. 

Eyes detection and tracking algorithm is divided into 

three major steps: face zone detection and tracking, eyes 

area detection and finding the iris in the eyes zone. The 

computer mouse movements will be by the head shift or by 

the iris move when the head is steady. 

II. OUR SOLUTION 

Controlling the computer mouse using the eyes movement 

requires a fast and effective algorithm,  

 
Fig. 1:.System Flow 

that’s brought us to decrease the running time of the tool to 

the minimum by dividing the operation into few steps and 

using a tracking algorithm in order to avoid unnecessary 

calculations as shown in figure 1. 

A. Face Detection and Face Tracking 

The first part is to detect the face zone and make a useful 

face tracking; we used the “Viola-Jones” algorithm in order 

to detect the face zone from the whole picture. The Viola-

Jones algorithm involves the sums of image pixels within 

rectangular areas along the image and also several iterations 

until the strong classifier is found where each iteration the 

distribution of weights of weak classifier is recalculate , 

therefore may take a long period to operate. Track the face 

location instead of applying the Viola-Jones algorithm for 

each frame, helps to avoid loss of time and unnecessary 

calculations. 

The “Viola-Jones” algorithm detects the initial face zone 

where, in the hue representation, the mass center is 

searched. The HSV (hue, saturation, and value) are common 

cylindrical-coordinate representations of points in an RGB 

color model, where the hue representation is the angle 

around the central vertical axis corresponds to each cylinder. 

We use tracking in order to find all the next face box 

locations. By finding the location the mass center of the face 

box, we can detect the new location of the face center. The 

face sizing may be changed at each frame; In order to adjust 

the face box size for the current frame we keep a stable 

white present at every face box. 

 
Fig. 2:.Negative Hue channel with received face box 

(yellow square), and face center of mass (red point) 

 
Fig. 3: Face Tracking 
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The negative of hue representation is bolding the face than 

the other environment, and therefore the white percent 

should be stable at each face box. For a bigger threshold 

than the first frame threshold, we increase the box size and 

vice versa. The tracking algorithm process is shown in 

figure 3. 

B. ROI Eye Zone Detection 

The second part receives a masked RGB frame in addition 

to the face box that was found in the previous step. From the 

grayscale version of the masked frame we pass to a logical 

picture, using an adjusting threshold. An appropriate 

threshold depends on many variables such as face 

orientations, position of the webcam, external illumination 

interference, brightness of the eyes zone etc. Therefore using 

an adjusting threshold is very important for the success of 

this tool. The desirable threshold region should be defined 

once by the user at every significant change of the lightning. 

In order to decrease running time, the function receives the 

threshold of the previous frame and defines it as the initial 

new threshold, that’s decrease the times the function is 

calculating an appropriate threshold. 

In order to find eye zone we apply morphologic operations, 

first "opening" and after "closing" on the logical image. In 

order to find the edge of the eye zone, we find the gradient 

image which is show in figure 4. An image gradient is a 

directional change in the intensity or color in an image. In 

our logical image it shows the existing edges in the image. 

The y coordinate of the left-up corner of the eye box is 

found by the summing all the pixels in every y line, and 

taking the y that have the maximum sum. We assumed y 

reach from the middle of the face box width to the upper 

border. We choose the eye zone's size and the x coordinate 

of the left-up corner to be proportional to the face box size 

and location. In order to have the iris into the eye zone the 

user has to keep the eyes approximately in a straight line. 

 

Fig. 4: Differential Image after applying morphologic 

operators, face box (big yellow box) and detected eye zone 

box (small yellow box) 

C. Iris Detection 

After the eye zone detected, we need to pick the two irises. 

To avoid lightning disturbance we use an adjusting threshold 

to create a binary version from the grayscale image and the 

threshold received from the last image in order to reduce the 

calculation.  

 
Fig. 5:The two biggest labeled received from the binary 

image at the eye zone 

We used morphologic operations for reduce the noise  

disturbance and to create islands there the irises are related. 

At this point we used connected-component labeling and 

filter all the labels that are smaller then the two biggest 

connected component labels. Next we found the center of 

mass of each component and by a constant shifting we mark 

the center of iris zone in each eye. 

As can be shown in figure 5, the iris areas are usually the 

biggest white islands (Labeled connected) in the binary 

representation of the image. 

D. Mouse Control 

After detecting the iris of both eyes, the mouse move will be 

by the head shift or by the iris move when the head is 

steady. 

We detect a head shifting and changing the cursor 

respectively when both eyes are moving to the same 

direction. When the head is not moving we move the cursor 

by the iris looking. In each eye area, we find the labels after 

we move to a binary image using an adjusting threshold. We 

noticed that when the eye is looking for one size, the binary 

image have more white on the other side. We eliminate 

labels that closed to the floor of the image, which appear 

due to the bright skin area under the eye. For the noiseless 

image we subtract the number of white on the right half with 

the one on the left half. If in both eyes the derivative acting 

the same, we determine by the result the iris direction and 

the cursor shifts. 

In addition, left click will operate when the user close his 

eye for only 2 seconds. Right click will operate when the 

user close his eye for only 5 seconds. When the user closes 

his eyes, the binary images become pure black. 

III. II EXPECTED RESULTS 

In order to we operate an interface that shows you the eye 

tracking state in real time by marking the face detection with 

face box the eye zone with eye box and the center of the iris 

box with red marks. The user can move the mouse cursor 

only if the center of the iris zone is mark with red. The 

mouse cursor will start to move to the desired direction by 

moving the eyes to this direction and hold it until the cursor 

will reach to that point or if the cursor is freeze in some 

point by moving the iris to the desired direction and hold it 

until the cursor reach to that point. 

IV. III CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE IDEAS 

Eye tracking mouse is very convenient tool that we believe 

that can be the "future mouse" and how people may change 

their computer habits using this tool. In this project we 

present a basic performance of how to move the mouse 

cursor using eyes look in order to improve this tool the eye 

tracking mouse cursor should be change by the speed to the 

corresponding movement of the eye so the speed of the eye 

movement should estimate it can be done by difference 

image from the last and the current frame and by using 

optical flow we can estimate the speed. 

The iris movement should be more precise so the cursor 

moment will recognize even small shifting of the iris and 

also estimate the speed of that changing. 

A mix algorithm between the movement of the eyes and 

the movement of the iris should be improve in order to get a 

smooth mouse cursor movement and user experience. 
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